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Abstract: This paper employs MLP (Multi Level Perspective) applied to a study on the transition
to SFSC (short food supply chain) innovation taking place in North-West Portugal. MLP allows
capturing transition phenomena and analysing them from a perspective that posits intervening
factors and events on a three-level scale. Emphasis is laid on the institutional actors and factors
that influence these processes, namely the Three Interrelated Analytic Dimensions and Types of
Anchoring. Methodologically, personal interviews were conducted with 34 farmers who either are
carrying out SFSC initiatives, or have dropped out, or even have never considered participating in
them. A process of anchoring the innovation to the local socio-technical regime has been identified,
characterised by a low buy-in from institutions and stakeholders. The anchoring that has been found
has the peculiarity of occurring only in some points of the intersection between niche and regime,
in a process in which it survives bordering this threshold, thanks to the mobilisation of multiple
innovations. This type of anchoring, not yet described in the literature, draws attention to a possible
pathway that innovations can follow, and brings implications for projects and for policy proposals to
support the agroecological transition.

Keywords: transitions; multi-level perspective; short food supply chains; anchoring

1. Introduction

Transitions motivated by sustainability that several socio-technical systems are cur-
rently undergoing explain the growing interest and developments around Transition
Theory. The study of such transition processes has focused on understanding what triggers
them and how they are developed, namely to ascertain how they can be accelerated by
public policies. Transition Theory originated in studies on the sociology of technology like
Rip and Kemp’s [1], illustrating the role played by technology in society and vice-versa. In
2002, the theory acquired a schematic perspective and a graphic representation, following
Geels’ improvements, which resulted in the Multi-Level Perspective (MLP) [2,3]. According
to Geels, the MLP results from the integration of different contributions and establishes
a novel theoretical framework that combines “analytical and heuristic concepts to under-
stand the complex dynamics of sociotechnical change” [4] (pp. 1259). Geels [4] proposes a
dynamic combination of events structured in three levels leading to the heuristics that can
explain the evolution of technological transitions triggered by introducing innovation in
sociotechnical regimes.

In the present study, MLP will be used to look into a non-technological innovation,
encompassing changes in organisational, marketing and value-chain aspects, configuring
the creation of a Short Food Supply Chain (SFSC) [5] in order to understand how it unfolds
as an agri-food system transition in the northwest of Portugal. This Portuguese region is
particularly marked by its vocation for horticultural and fruit production activities usually
developed in small family farm holdings. Especially after 2008, this region has taken on an
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innovation within the SFSC, in which groups of small family farmers organised themselves
to directly supply final consumers with products from their farms [6,7]. This direct selling
innovation, which incentivises farmers to cooperate with each other, was introduced by
Local Development Associations (LDAs) aiming at increasing small family farmer income
while helping them market their products. It is, then, an organisational and collaborative
innovation aiming at changing the way farmers do business and one which can, therefore,
be looked at as a way of innovating both marketing and the value chain.

Under the MLP, one can assume that in the area under study, direct selling of fruit and
vegetable baskets is an innovation, which, at the time of the empirical research, in 2018,
represented a link to the local socio-technical regime. In other words, it corresponded to
an initiating transition conventionally referred to as anchoring. In this sense, the present
study is in line with Smith’s [8] and Elzen’s et al. [9] view that these initiating transitions
must be looked into and systematised using several case studies in order to identify and
clarify those processes which have not yet been dealt with in specialised literature [9], as
well as to identify whether there are patterns that represent them [10]. The present research
paper introduces an original contribution to develop the understanding of the anchoring
processes in the MLP framework. It presents a case of marginal anchoring, where only
a few niche actors connected to the mainstream regime, where farmer bulk sell prevails,
by combining the direct selling of fruit and vegetable baskets with the development of an
array of other complementary innovations. Thus, it was possible to continue innovating,
albeit in an incremental mode.

From a theoretical viewpoint, MLP and its analytical levels of the socio-technical
system will be combined with other aspects on which transitions are also based, such as
infrastructural and institutional aspects and the collaboration between stakeholders and
organisations [11]. To that effect, the Three Interrelated Analytic Dimensions proposed by
Geels in 2004 [12] will be used; emphasis is put on individual and collective action-related
aspects (human actors, organisations, and social groups) as well as on regulatory and
institutional aspects (rules and institutions) and factors that need to be taken care of so that
innovation may be structured and pave the way to transition. Elzen et al. [9] also drew
attention to the fact that transitions imply having the necessary institutional conditions and
a suitable actor-network to unfold positively, which one can refer to as Types of Anchoring
and which will also be looked into in greater detail. Although Three Interrelated Analytic
Dimensions have an analytical character, as its name suggests, here they will also be applied
from a structural perspective, assuming that for an innovation to succeed, both human and
organizational aspects and regulatory and institutional ones must affect the elements of
the socio-technical system.

In general, the present paper is a contribution to the development of MLP, in need of
further research as regards the agri-food system [13]. Moreover, studies on initiating transi-
tions may help enrich MLP and its explanatory power. By depicting a specific transition
event – in which innovation anchors to the socio-technical regime–the present study helps
create a scientific framework, albeit still in its early stages, to explain the peculiarities of
the anchoring phenomenon [8,9]. The concept of anchoring is operationalised by using
MLP and by observing and analysing the trajectories of innovation niches, understood
by gathering the path narratives of the interviewed farmers. Due to its particular nature,
this paper also pioneers the describing of an innovation event capable of surviving in the
threshold between niche and regime by the ability of farmers leading the innovation niches
to develop complementary innovations that strengthen their innovative approach of direct
selling despite conventional bulk selling that prevails in the regional agri-food regime.

The methodological sequence combines the analysis of statements gathered from
34 interviews of farmers, including: (a) those who have developed basket direct selling
and anchored to the regime (the “adopters”); (b) farmers that introduced the innovation
but that abandoned (the “droppers”) and returned in most of the cases to their previous
status quo; and, (c) farmers that didn´t even considered adopting the innovation, despite
being aware of it (the “non-adopters”).
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Special attention has been given to the actions of farmers and regulatory and institu-
tional structures dedicated to supporting the consolidation of innovations, aligning these
farmer experiences and reports with a set of conditions that go beyond innovation itself or
the socio-technical system to describe the transition attempt.

The paper is, then, structured as follows, from Section 2.1 presents the theoretical
framework related to socio-technical transitions and the principle of linking niche innova-
tions to the socio-technical regime described in the literature as anchoring; and Section 2.2
presents the theoretical approach concerning the innovation of basket direct selling as
a SFSC. Section 3 lists the resources and methods used and presents the region under
survey characterising the innovation of basket direct selling. Section 4 provides the results
of the study. Section 5 explains the marginal anchoring process, considering the institu-
tional dimensions and the stakeholders involved. Finally, the conclusions of the article
are presented.

2. Theoretical Approach
2.1. From Transition Theory to Anchoring

The word transition comes from Latin and refers to the process of going from one form,
state, style, or place to another [14]; due to the notion of crossingthat it entails, the word has
been used in studies referring to technical and social change [15]. For analytical purposes,
Transition Theory has been operationalised through MLP. MLP is an analysis perspective
for transition cases [16] that articulates three conceptual levels known as niche (micro-
level), regime (intermediary level), and landscape (macro-level); it is used to explain what
causes innovation processes to emerge and how they can reconfigure already stabilised
socio-technical regimes [17]. The three levels shape the socio-technical system, and the
transition takes place when innovations occur at the niche level and manage to override
the regime and reconfigure it. The whole process always takes place under the influence of
the socio-technical landscape [18].

In short, the niche, MLP’s micro-level [4], represents the locus of radical innovations,
or the protected environments in which innovations are endowed with investments, re-
sources, knowledge, and skills to structure themselves [19]; this may entail pilot-projects,
market segments, and research and development networks [20]. The niche is also ac-
knowledged as an environment that enables innovations to develop outside the scope of
market pressure [10]. The regime is MLP’s intermediary-level [4]. It refers to practices, tech-
nologies, rules, and institutions already in place in society that guide and legitimise how
science and technologies are produced [21]. It also refers to a system of interaction practices
and structures that have reached a certain relative stability and status quo within a given
sector [22]. The landscape, MLP’s macro-level [4], represents the context variables [23]. In
a broad sense, it may be described as the exogenous socio-technical scenery composed of
the ideologies, macro-economic patterns, cultural and climate changes, and demographic
tendencies that influence niches and regimes [18,24].

However, before innovations and regimes are totally superimposed, there is a stage
Elzen et al. [9], inspired by Loeber [25] and Smith [8], called anchoring. Anchoring means
the set of facts or events that cause innovations to adhere to the regime. Therefore, it depicts
a phenomenon that is usually surrounded by uncertainty because innovations leave the
protected space of the regime to meet a new dynamics dictated by the latter’s peculiar
stability. Innovations may be rejected by regime actors and disappear, or, on the contrary,
be accepted and cause the regime to change. Smith [8] notes literature treats these links
as random and coincidental, stressing that there should be a theory (which he calls the
Theory of Linking) to deal with these phenomena, but, so far, none has been suggested.
Elzen et al. [9] believe unravelling these anchoring dynamics must be one of the concerns
of current research to ascertain whether these events obey patterns and whether or not it is
possible to predict their unfolding.

The transition from a socio-technical system is commonly represented schematically
through MLP [26,27]. To this graphic representation, the anchoring event was added to
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make explicit the emergence of innovative dynamics, their possible link to the regime, and
the changes they may cause under the socio-technical landscape in the space versus MLP
levels (Figure 1).
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produced by the authors).

The figure shows the niche, regime and socio-technical landscape conceptual levels
(a socio-technical system) in a space versus MLP level representation. Innovations (grey
arrows) may go on different paths. They may have a regressive trajectory or may progress
and enter the regime. In the latter case, they may start changing the regime, here repre-
sented by the heptagon the extremities of which are its stable elements. As innovations go
on, there may occur a reconfiguration of the regime, the dotted line on the right represent-
ing its future composition. The central grey halo is the anchoring event or set of events
which mark the beginning of the innovations’ link to the regime. At the top level are the
context socio-technical variables (the landscape) which both influence and are influenced
by the other levels (illustrated by the red arrows on the right).

It is important to note that an anchoring process is not only the linking of niche
innovations to the regime. It may also be their linking to several other niches [2]. As it has
been suggested by Ingram [28] and Ingram, Maye, and Kirwan [29], anchoring processes
regard not only niche agent efforts to anchor to the regime, but also to answer to the actions
and pressures of the niche, a process that is reflexive and entails learning processes, actions,
and network formation. Table 1 shows a compilation of studies on MLP’s conceptual levels
applied to certain types of transitions in agriculture. It is worth mentioning these articles
do not always explicitly refer to anchoring processes, but their analysis reveals the presence
of a dynamic that occurs in the niche-regime interface. In general, the summary of articles
includes anchoring issues or the dynamic interactions in the interface, which, so far, have
not made their way into specialised literature.
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Table 1. Studies on anchoring or relations between levels in agriculture-related transitions.

Reference Contribution to Studies on Anchoring

Elzen, van Mierlo and
Leeuwis (2012) [9]

This study suggests anchoring is an analytical concept to explain the continuous process of
establishing and breaking relations between niches and regimes and among niches.

Diaz, Darnhofer, Darrot and
Beuret (2013) [30]

This study emphasises the social role of transitions, highlighting that neither niches nor regimes
are static entities; on the contrary, they act and react with and to each other. It suggests anchoring

is not a sequential process but a continuous and recurrent one.

Slingerland and Schut (2014)
[22]

This study shows niche-regime interactions need efficient conditions if they are to
be implemented.

Ingram (2015) [28] This study deals with anchoring as an adaptive process, whereby niches and regimes adapt to
each other as a result of reflexive and learning processes on the part of the actors involved.

Ingram, Maye, Kirwan, Curry
and Kubinakova (2015) [29]

This study suggests transition to sustainable agriculture may be looked at as interactive and
adaptive complex changes rather than a regime shift.

Sutherland, Peter and Zagata
(2015) [31]

This study addresses multiple regimes of renewable energy production by the agricultural sector,
suggesting the emergence of a new regime out of the political role of this type of process.

Bui, Cardona, Lamine and
Cerf (2016) [10]

This study identifies common anchoring phases or patterns in four studies regarding agency and
governance factors.

Vankeerberghen and Stassart
(2016) [32]

This study develops the concept of insularisation to characterise the process whereby a niche
develops within a regime and gradually and steadily detaches from it.

Belmin, Meynard, Julhia and
Casabianca
(2018) [33]

This study does not explain what an anchoring process is, but it gives an example of a relation
between niche and regime in which innovations are not necessarily aligned with the niche, but

are a subsystem of the regime. This perception even suggests new transition concepts.

López-García, Calvet-Mir, Di
Masso, and Espluga (2019) [17]

This study stresses the importance of creating hybrid forums that may become interaction loci
between niche actors and regimes. Through these forums, innovations could overcome the

regime by linking themselves to different types of actors.

Schiller, Godek, Klerkx and
Poortvliet (2020) [34]

This study creates a time line to explain the development of a specific niche: the agroecological
niche. The conclusion is that the agroecology did not necessarily create a transition but was

incorporated into the regime.

In short, the above-mentioned articles suggest anchoring processes both rest on con-
ditions that emerge from the niche-regime relationship, and depend on other factors like
the institutional context and the relationship between actors. Consequently, the present
analysis will depart from the Types of Anchoring proposed by Elzen et al. [9]. Elzen and his
collaborators [9] admit that the linking of innovations to the regime, that is anchoring, must
take place in three areas: technological, institutional, and network-related. The present
study will disregard technological anchoring since the direct selling of fruit and vegetable
baskets is not exactly technological innovation.

The areas or Types of Anchoring are based on Geels’ studies [11]. Geels [11] has
suggested innovations happen through the articulation of the socio-technical context—the
object of analysis of the MLP—with two other dimensions: the rules and institutions, and
the human actors, in other words, the organisations and the social groups. Together, these
two dimensions are what Geels calls Three Interrelated Analytic Dimensions although the
Three Interrelated Analytic Dimensions correspond to the Types of Anchoring suggested
by Elzen et al. [9]. If Three Interrelated Analytic Dimensions are essential in an innovation
process, it is to be expected that they are also important at the beginning of the transi-
tion. Table 2 shows Three Interrelated Analytic Dimensions and the Types of Anchoring
composing elements that need to be articulated for a transition to take place.
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Table 2. Elements that compose Types of Anchoring and Three Interrelated Analytic Dimensions.

Three Interrelated
Analytic Dimensions

1. Socio-technical systems: involve actor networks gathered around a specific institutional structure to
disseminate a technology; they also include knowledge flows or skills required by the technology [35].

2. Rules and institutions: refer to normative, cognitive, and regulatory aspects [36] of how innovations
emerge.

3. Human actors, organisations, and social groups: may refer to enterprises that create technologies, or
political actors who legislate it, or the users of a novelty [12].

Types of Anchoring

1. Technological: concerns technological innovations when actors define the technical features of the
novelty [9].

2. Institutional: represents the universe of rules (cognitive, interpretative normative, and economic)
mobilised, adapted, or created to support innovations [9].

3. Network-related: means a shift in the relationship between actors (contacts, exchanges,
interdependencies, and coalitions) that change as a novelty develops [9].

According to Three Interrelated Analytic Dimensions and Types of Anchoring, both
innovation and anchoring must have agency and governance components, organised in
innovation design and using networks if they are to take place [37]. They also share the
need for an institutional dimension that regulatorily supports them (such as laws, sanctions,
protocols, and power and governance systems) [36]. Ergo, Three Interrelated Analytic
Dimensions and Types of Anchoring are practically equivalent.

2.2. Basket in Direct Selling as Short Food Supply Chains (SFSC)

As regards basket direct selling, we can refer to it as a methodology of organising
farmers into small groups to assemble and distribute agricultural product baskets directly
to the final consumers (restaurants or individuals). This type of innovation clearly has
a collaborative feature since the aim of the methodology is to motivate farmers to work
collectively in assembling and distributing baskets directly to consumers, besides man-
aging the project. The basket direct selling were originally proposed within the Equal
Community Initiative. In Portugal, this initiative was launched and managed by Local
Development Associations (LDAs). It was formally established in 2004 and planned to
develop in three stages: identification, development, and dissemination. These stages
went on up to 2009 and the initiative was expected to last until 2012 within the LEADER
Programme financed by the Portuguese Rural Development Programme (RDP) [38]. The
structuring of the initiative implied farmers should assemble baskets of fresh agricultural
products and deliver them directly to final consumers. The baskets should include only
seasonal products of local varieties produced according to traditional farming methods.
Besides making the supply chain shorter, direct selling would establish a deeper link and
commitment between farmers and consumers, allowing the former to aggregate value onto
their products and increase their income. After enrolling participants and publicising the
program through various media, responsibility for its management ceased to be that of the
Local Development Association and became that of the farmers [7,39,40].

Basket direct selling characterises a SFSC, which can be described as direct-to-consumer
marketing practices in which food product distribution has few or preferably no interme-
diaries [41]. They became popular worldwide as an opportunity to generate income and
help small farmers sell their products, especially those who have difficulties accessing the
markets and who otherwise obtain low-profit margins [7,42].

According to specialised literature, it was only in the last two decades that SFSCs
began to receive more attention [43]. The available scientific literature currently relates
SFSCs to potential gains in sustainability insofar as they would be capable of: promoting
reduction of food waste, improving food safety, and increasing farmer profits and product
quality [44]. Other gains would be, for instance, establishing a relation between SFSCs and
social issues, mentioning the increase of the level of employment, and the building of a
sense of belonging to a group or a community [45]. Some studies refer to SFSCs as models
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to broaden sustainability by granting farmers fairer payments. This makes them promoting
factors of local development [46]. The use of more sustainable agricultural practices due
to the increase of biodiversity and the adoption of more ecological methods is also an
advantage of SFSCs. Farmer direct contact with the final consumer helps them comply
with the latter’s demand for more sustainable products [45,47].

Recent research shows that SFSCs express themselves as heterogeneous phenomena,
and that their members perceive them as a form of distribution capable of conferring
greater sustainability to the agri-food system, as well as being potentially beneficial to
farmers in economic terms. They also identify that farmers tend to participate in several
SFSCs at the same time, trying to obtain benefits from several of them, and even that
they are able to attribute greater gender equity at work in certain operations [48,49].
Malak-Rawlikowska et al. (2019) [48] even state that when taking into account market
evolutions, SFSCs tend to develop to the point of competing with long supply chains,
forcing them to offer better conditions for farmers.

SFSCs can be said to have a collaborative dimension, as farmers have to work together
in assembling and distributing their agricultural products for direct-to-consumer marketing
purposes, and in personally managing their own supplier and customer groups. As Ziegler
has pointed out [50], collaborative innovation obeys human dynamics, in the course of
how people work, as they exchange content, information, and knowledge with other
people from other groups who sometimes share concepts and practices of different—even
opposite—areas and disciplines. By implying the integration of people and users, these
collaborative practices consolidate in the form of trans- and multidisciplinary exchanges of
knowledge, requiring participants to have the skill to learn, integrate and co-create from
previously acquired knowledge [51]. Thus, collaborative innovation goes beyond the mere
access to information; it is an integral part of the dynamics of new skills building and
acquisition [52] and results from mutual learning experiences generating new knowledge
and solutions [53].

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Presentation of the Region under Study and Characterisation of the Novelty

The study area, Tâmega e Sousa (NUTS III—The Nomenclature of territorial Units
for Statistics) is located in northwest Portugal, more specifically between the Sousa River
Valley, near Porto, and the region to the east known as Baixo-Tâmega (Figure 2). It was
selected because of an innovation dissemination process that had been going on there
for some years: the direct selling of farm product baskets. The basket direct selling has
been considered an innovation process in keeping with Rogers’ studies [54]. The author
sees innovation as a concept or idea, as technical information or an actual practice that is
perceived by the individual or unit adopting it as something new, stemming from new
routines in the ways farmers work introduced through the group dynamics of organising,
distributing and attracting clients. Note that small farms prevail in this region, of which
84% have less than 5 hectares [6].

3.2. Data Collection

Data collection took place between April and October 2018 through personal inter-
views of 34 farmers who either are currently involved in developing the basket direct
selling innovation, have given it up, or have never even considered doing it. Interviewees
were selected according to the convenience criterion using non-probabilistic sampling tech-
niques resorting to reference chains [55], known as snowball, whereby each interviewed
farmer indicated another. The number of interviewees was determined by exhausting the
introduction of new information.
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The interview script was developed within the AgriLink Project [56] englobing
53 topics and combining qualitative and quantitative open and closed questions structured
to: 1. characterise the farm; 2. identify the farmers’ sociodemographic profile; 3. capture
information on farmer business model and farm structure; and 4. understanding the inter-
viewee’s relationship with innovation. (The AgriLink Project—Agricultural Knowledge:
Linking farmers, advisors and researchers to boost innovation, was developed within the
Grant Agreement n◦ 727577 of the Horizon 2020 Projects (https://www.agrilink2020.eu/,
accessed on 31 January 2021). The empirical research for the present article was conducted
within the context of the mentioned project, following its conceptual and empirical method-
ology to gather qualitative and quantitative data, although only the former was used.)
Interviews were conducted with the purpose of capturing farmer narratives regarding the
innovation-related practices and concepts they develop. This was done in a perspective of
understanding how innovation evolves and the path it takes (farmer narratives on their
own innovation path). Note that the content of the interviews was registered on paper
and recorded, according to the interviewees’ permission. Farmer narratives on describing
their innovation paths were transcribed to be analysed through the technique of content
analysis [57].

Historical information gathered from scientific papers, documents, and reports has
been added to complete the data and to understand the context where the innovation
took place. This way, based on researcher observations and comments, an innovation’s
evolutionary path was built, revealing the changes it caused. In the present analysis,
priority was given to relating narratives and the gathered data with innovation pathways
proposed by MLP by integrating events with Three Interrelated Analytic Dimensions and
Types of Anchoring.

It is emphasised that, as pointed out by Geels [18], there isn’t a methodology specifi-
cally designed for transition empirical studies using MLP. The author also mentions that it
is up to the scientist to delineate the empirical framework and that this should be creative
in combining techniques and interpretations to link the facts, from different origins and
levels, as well as the analyses.

For clarification purposes, MLP’s analysis levels have been delimited. Thus, basket
direct selling represents niche innovation, and the regime is the agri-food sector of the
NUTS III Tâmega e Sousa, in the northwest of the country (Figure 2). In the present case
study, the landscape has a quality that is both supranational and European.

https://www.agrilink2020.eu/
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4. Results
4.1. Implementing Innovation

Basket direct selling was introduced in Portugal as pilot-projects close to the capital,
Lisbon, under the designation “PROVE—Promover e Vender” (Promote and Sell) in the
middle of 2006. (In Portuguese, by joining the beginning of the verb “promover”, which
means promote, and the beginning of “vender”, which means sell, one gets the word
“prove”, which means taste. Naturally, the wordplay is lost in translation.) These projects
consisted of structuring farmers in small groups to collectively assemble fruit and vegetable
baskets to deliver to urban consumers. Each farmer would supply their production special-
ties or their seasonal surplus [58]. In 2008, the initiative attracted supporters from other
regions of the country as part of the project’s expansion strategy. The Local Development
Associations became, then, responsible for launching and managing the proposal in its
pilot stage. Thus, innovation reached Tâmega e Sousa, a region deemed promising for the
project’s development because of its proximity to Porto’s urban centre and its residents,
the potential buyers of the baskets. Over time, innovation incorporated other resources:
buyers were able to select from a list of products available those they would be consuming
and started ordering through online apps.

In general, basket direct selling gained visibility and supporters among the intervie-
wees between 2012 and 2013; some even mentioned having been practicing some type of
direct selling for longer, more precisely since 1980. Farmers reported that, initially, when it
was being divulged and implemented, the initiative could count on the support of LDAs
and other local actors such as municipalities. Only after 2008, when basket direct selling
experienced their greatest expansion and implementation, did farmers begin to diverge
regarding how to try to manage this novelty.

4.2. Distinguishing between Pathways

Farmer narratives show that their experiences with direct-to-consumer marketing vary
widely, breaking down as follows: 35.3% of respondents chose to give up the basket direct
selling innovation, especially between 2012 and 2014; 44.1% of respondents continue to sell
their products directly to consumers, although the groups now have fewer participants (the
groups started with 6 to 8 farmers and, at the time of the research, were reduced to only 1
or 2); 20.6% of the interviewees had never even considered direct-to-consumer marketing
as an outlet for their products. These are mainly farmers who are also winegrowers, and
members of a cooperative, which means they guarantee the sale of their production to local
wine cooperatives.

Table 3 presents the characterisation of the 34 interviewees, their relation to the
novelty (whether they adopted it, gave it up, or had never even considered it), their age
group, university degree, and the crops mainly developed by them. Sequentially, Table 4
complements Table 3 by providing more detail on the reasons why farmers either stopped
or kept developing the innovation.
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Table 3. Characterisation of the interviewees and their relationship with the innovation. Based on research data.

Relation to the Novelty and
Coding Period Age Group

(Years) University Degree Main Crops Complementary Innovations

Supporters

01 Since 2012 51–60 No university degree Fruit, vegetables, and small
animals

Introduction of new crops
Selling animal products

02 Since 2018 31–40 University degree Berries
Introduction of new crops

Fruits and vegetables processing
Marketing differentiation

03 Since 2012 61–70 University degree Fruits and vegetables Introduction of new crops
Developing tourism activities

04 Since 2013 31–40 University degree Vegetables, and ”gourmet
market products”

Selling to gourmet restaurants and markets
Developing new tools or technologies aimed at improving productivity

05 Since 2010 31–40 No university degree Mushrooms Teaching farmers to work with a new crop

06 Since 2013 31–40 No university degree Beef cattle, grapevines, and
vegetables Introduction of new crops

07 Since 2011 51–60 No university degree Fruits and vegetables Introduction of new crops

08 Since 2009 41–50 No university degree Beef cattle, grapevines, and
vegetables Introduction of new crops

09 Since 2008 51–60 University degree Fruits, vegetables, and
asparagus Introduction of new crops

10 Since 2009 31–40 No university degree Grapevines, berries and kiwis Introduction of new crops

11 * Since 2010 31–40 No university degree Vegetables, grapevines, and
beef cattle Opening a own store

12 * Since 2010 31–40 University degree Berries Introduction of new crops
Selling to gourmet restaurants and markets

13 * Since 2012 31–40 No university degree Fruits and vegetables Developing tourism activities
Fruits and vegetables processing

14 * Since 2009 51–60 University degree Fruits and vegetables Innovating in management

15 * Since 2012 51–60 University degree Fruits and vegetables Introduction of new crops

Limitations of basket direct selling pointed out by farmers who gave it up
(more descriptions in Table 4)
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Table 3. Cont.

Relation to the Novelty and
Coding Period Age Group

(Years) University Degree Main Crops Complementary Innovations

Have given
it up

16 2012–2014 51–60 University degree Fruits and vegetables Insufficient production and buyers

17 2012–2014 21–30 University degree Grapevines, kiwis, and
mushrooms

Specialised productions
Group dynamics, management, and leadership

18 2010–2012 61–70 No university degree Fruits, vegetables, aromatic
and medicinal herbs Group dynamics, management, and leadership

19 2014–2016 51–60 University degree Aromatic herbs Specialised productions
Group dynamics, management, and leadership

20 2012–2014 41–50 No university degree Vegetables Group dynamics, management, and leadership

21 2007–2017 41–50 No university degree Chestnuts Specialised productions
Lack of profit

22 2011–2018 41–50 No university degree Chickens for rearing, and
vegetables

Group dynamics, management, and leadership
Insufficient production and buyers

Lack of profit

23 2008–2009 41–50 No university degree Aromatic herbs Specialised productions

24 2008–2011 41–50 No university degree Vegetables Group dynamics, management, and leadership
Lack of profit

25 2006–2007 61–70 No university degree Vegetables Lack of profit

26 2009–2014 41–50 No university degree Vegetables Group dynamics, management, and leadership
Lack of profit

27 2009–2010 41–50 No university degree Vegetables, kiwis and
grapevines (hereafter “vines”) Lack of profit

Reasons why farmers never wanted to join the innovation

Non-
supporters

28 Does not
apply 61–70 University degree Vines whose production is

sold to a cooperative Guaranteed sale to wine cooperatives and age of the farmer

29 Does not
apply 41–50 No university degree Vines whose production is

sold to a cooperative Guaranteed sale to wine cooperatives

30 Does not
apply 41–50 No university degree Vines whose production is

sold to a cooperative Guaranteed sale to wine cooperatives
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Table 3. Cont.

Relation to the Novelty and
Coding Period Age Group

(Years) University Degree Main Crops Complementary Innovations

31 Does not
apply 51–60 No university degree

Vines whose production is
sold to a cooperative, and

flowers sold to middlemen

Guaranteed sale to wine cooperative
Age of the farmer

Non-
supporters

32 Does not
apply 51–60 No university degree

Kiwis, and vines whose
production is sold to a

cooperative

Guaranteed sale to wine cooperative
Age of the farmer

33 Does not
apply 71–80 No university degree Vines whose production is

sold to a cooperative
Guaranteed sale to wine cooperative

Age of the farmer

34 Does not
apply 71–80 No university degree Vines whose production is

sold to a cooperative
Guaranteed sale to wine cooperatives

Age of the farmer

* Farmers who at the time of the study were delivering baskets collectively. The remaining participants chose to do it individually of their own free will or because the groups they were included in had broken up.

Table 4. Shortcomings of basket direct selling pointed out by farmers who gave it up. Based on narratives obtained during the field research stage.

Limitations Description Narrative Extract

Specialised productions

The baskets included a few aromatic herbs and mushrooms.
Namely mushrooms were delivered in small quantities
although they represented a high percentage of the basket’s
final cost.

“In the case of Prove, I only produced mushrooms. I mean, it’s one thing to add a product that, at
the time, cost five Euros per kilo, but quite another to add one kilo apples which cost sixty cents [
. . . ] If we look at the percentage, in a ten to fifteen Euro basket, [ . . . ] for me it was already ten
percent, I get it. I get it that I was delivering a product which cost ten percent of the final price,
which is a lot, I know . . . ” (Interview 18).
“In my case, direct selling didn’t mean much after all, and it didn’t feel right, either; since I only
contributed with a very small amount, because I was only supplying aromatic herbs, I wasn’t very
interested.” (Interview 20).

Insufficient production
and buyers

Basket inadequacy for customer food and gastronomic
preferences and demand, and customer failure to become
regular buyers. Additionally, competition from similar
products from other suppliers such as fairs and supermarkets.

“But then, after a while, there are disadvantages to that basket-buying thing because it becomes a
routine, and after some time people are tired; they like to change, every now and then. In fact, after
two or three years, they begin to be a little fed-up.” (Interview 23).
“Baskets are fewer because of the competition. Right now, many firms that have nothing to do with
Prove are increasing the supply of vegetables and advertise biologic vegetables that are not biologic
at all, but that they claim they are. So, this is a terrible mess.” (Interview 19).
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Table 4. Cont.

Limitations Description Narrative Extract

Group dynamics,
management, and
leadership

Disagreement, among participants, as to the program’s
underlying philosophies of supplying only seasonal products,
and concentration of basket delivery in the hands of a few
participants (who began acting as product brokers); Lack of
time and preparation on the part of the farmers to deal in
commercial activities, for instance not knowing how to handle
customer complaints and demands; Lack of leadership that
might have taken over the project after LDAs were no longer
responsible for it; Lower acceptance of baskets in rural areas
due to residents having, in some other way, access to fresh,
organic, and seasonal products; Farmer difficulty transporting
the baskets from production sites to distribution areas due to a
lack of appropriate vehicles.

“There must be trust between the people who supply the baskets [ . . . ] sometimes that is a limitation
because, deep down, we are responsible for the food security of a basket that is not only ours, and that may
have its implications.” (Interview 20).
“In the middle of all that, one or another producer would buy bananas and add them to the basket. Ok, let’s
not say bananas but goods . . . Personally, I think that if I don’t have the goods, it’s no use inviting me
because I am not going to invent them, but that is not how it goes with some people, they don’t mind going
to the market to buy or sell, but that doesn’t work with me. People have to understand that if you don’t
have the product, you just don’t; if you cannot supply the basket this week, you can’t. “(Interview 21).
“But there is always a producer who has the most responsibility, who monopolises and manages the group.
As it happened with Prove, in the end, they decided what to add to the basket. And then, there is the greed.”
(Interview 17).
“Here, in Marco, the situation was different because it is a rural area, and most baskets were meant to Porto
and Gaia. Ok, everybody has vegetables, everybody has a little of everything. Marco is a small town, and
most baskets went to Porto, Vila Nova de Gaia, and that has costs. Nobody works for free; you have to pay
for tolls, oil, and, at the end of the day, the business was not lucrative. “Interview 24).
“[ . . . ] besides, everybody has an uncle, or a father-in-law who has a vegetable garden, so it is difficult to
sell, unless, of course, you do something different [ . . . ].” (Interview 22).
“What was difficult for me was the distance, having a distribution point, and, at the same time, sustaining
the project because I had to guarantee some income. I didn’t produce enough vegetables and had to rely on
other colleagues and all that logistics to ensure we had quality goods, especially biological ones. So, it
became more and more difficult. “(Interview 19).

Profit limitations
The small amounts that were delivered, besides the time
farmers spent assembling the baskets made the activity less
lucrative and the programme less attractive.

“It’s just that everything is very fussy, and one spends much time on the road to deliver the baskets; in my case, I
had no time to grow the goods. Perhaps there should be teams to deal with one thing and the other. Also, there
were no clients. Let’s say, perhaps, that the highest number of baskets I ever delivered was fifteen, seventeen, but
mostly we did it as a favour, you know, to help out. And then, we were delivering seven, eight baskets, which is
complicated. Five farmers delivered eight baskets . . . ” (Interview 21).
“As you know, the programme rests on delivering baskets, but the number of baskets I expected to need was
small; therefore it was not worth my selling directly half a dozen kilos lettuce, half a dozen kilos tangerines or
tomatoes . . . (Interview 25).
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Farmers say that, in the beginning, basket direct selling was very well-received (a
group of farmers used to deliver almost 300 baskets per week in the zone of Porto). Over
time, factors like the breaking up of the groups ended up limiting the initiative’s success,
and indeed various narratives mention this. Table 4 presents a list of those factors, grouped
according to the type of limitation, and some narrative extracts explaining why farmers
gave up direct selling and the baskets project.

As can be seen, farmers usually mention more than one problem to account for their
giving up the programme; however, market limitations, product inadequacy to respond
consumer demand and low profitability are the most recurrent. Those having access to
more urban areas like Porto and its surroundings somehow continued delivering basket
direct selling even after groups had split up. They were able to ensure customer loyalty
and maintain baskets as an important way of marketing their products. Regarding those
farmers who chose to deliver their baskets to customers in small towns, they failed to
ensure customer adherence. In these areas, people have other means to get fresh, quality
goods at low prices due to resident strong bonds with agriculture and all things rural.

The data show that the experience of the farmers who ultimately gave up the pro-
gramme lasted for two years. Groups began to split up, especially between 2010 and 2014,
due to a lack of support, leadership, and clear guidelines, which caused farmers to have
different understandings of how the novelty should be operationalised. Adopting the
novelty also failed because of the particular crops being offered. Winegrowers were never
particularly interested in direct-to-consumer marketing, given that they rely on the region’s
wine cooperatives to sell their product. The fact that many participants grow the same type
of crops accounts for the absence of product diversity and a certain competition among
farmers. Another constraint was crop seasonality. In conventional markets, consumers got
used to having regular supplies of certain products and they demanded the same from
farmers supplying the baskets. The latter, in an attempt to ensure customer loyalty and be
able to offer baskets with various products, were forced to acquire them from conventional
markets, thus corrupting the project’s initial ideology.

The age of the farmers also influenced their decision to adopt or not adopt the innova-
tion. Farmers who did not adopt it are, in general, older than those who adopt, including
the innovation droppers. Having a university degree seems to be also associated with
accepting the novelty and implementing it. While the group of farmers adopting it is com-
posed of individuals with and without a university degree in the same proportion, among
those who gave up the basket direct selling the number of farmers without a university
degree is higher. The same is true in the case of the farmers who have never tried direct
marketing. It seems to indicate that, at the time of the study, adherence and maintenance
of direct marketing trough the basket scheme were associated with a set of skills and
competencies acquired through qualifications.

This focus of this paper is the group composed of those who continued the activity,
either collectively or individually, and are responsible for anchoring the novelty. In addition
to possessing the necessary conditions (family support, a vehicle to transport goods, being
in closer proximity to Porto’s urban centre), they managed to continue implementing the
novelty because they engaged a learning process to address it, thus developing parallel
strategies to further develop the innovation. Often, baskets became attractive to farmers
who kept their customers while the collective initiative was expanding, because they
managed to innovate, departing from the novelty itself. In other words, keeping the basket
direct selling initiative afloat required farmers to possess innovation capacity. In those
cases that met with success, it is possible to say farmers proved to be capable of conjugating
product innovation, service and marketing [59,60], aiming at overcoming the limitations
previously mentioned (presented in Table 4). In 2014, Baptista, Cristóvão and Rodrigo [58]
had already observed farmers were adapting to direct selling of baskets in the region
when they began introducing new crops, implementing and adapting new technologies,
expanding greenhouses and installing irrigation systems. In the course of the present study,
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a broader set of associated novelties was identified, which is listed and schematised in
Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of basket direct selling—associated novelties mobilised by farmers adopting the initiative.
Based on research data.

Figure 3 shows a list of innovations adopted by farmers to allow continuing selling
baskets directly to consumers. Innovations were grouped according to their typology
as follows: diversifying activities in the farm; marketing innovations; organizational
innovations; product innovations. These complementary innovations enabled successful
adopters overcoming and easing the reported constraints that lead many to abandon the
innovation. This innovation strategy of complementing direct marketing with a series
of technological and non-technological innovations lead by farmers themselves was a
response to survive to the end of support by the LDAs. Adopters’ business became
unprotected innovation niches and they have to entail new innovation strategies, where
education degree and younger age favored.

The high rate of innovation dropping highlights that a support system was needed,
including farm advisory able to deliver advice on logistic and legal issues and to help
farmers to develop collaborative arrangements fitting-in the direct marketing specificities
in the study region (contextual features). It is worth mentioning that the innovations
presented in Figure 3 may have been developed individually or through a consortium, in
different combinations, aiming at differentiating innovators products from those sold in
conventional markets or even to make baskets more profitable.
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5. Discussion

The main reason underlying farmer adherence to the novelty was the opportunity it
represented to sell their production surplus. Meanwhile, it took them six months to one
year to prepare themselves and acquire the necessary knowledge to join the programme.
Probably, they were not expected to have many qualifications and skills to act collabo-
ratively in direct-to-consumer marketing. Given the high number of farmers who quit
the programme, it is fair to assume the six month-to-one-year period of learning and
preparation was not enough for farmers to know and accept it. Besides, the product they
were offering did not have the necessary differentiation (regarding either the type of goods
offered or other attractive aspects) to compete with other forms of food consumption and
distribution, nor did it reach the right momentum to become economically sustainable for
many of the early adopters.

As it has already been mentioned, not all the farmers adapted to the fruit and vegetable
basket direct selling model (due to various reasons such as type of crops, management
of labour to ensure production, distribution, and sales; availability of a vehicle to make
deliveries; ability to attract and manage clients, and adapt to their needs). While for those
who quit, the model represented profit losses, for those who kept on, it was a means of
establishing connections with consumers and obtaining differentiated income. In a study
published in 2014, regarding basket delivery in the area under survey, Baptista, Cristóvão,
and Rodrigo [58] had come across an average income of approximately four hundred
and seventy-eight Euros a month per farmer, varying from a minimum of hundred and
fifty-seven Euros to a maximum of one thousand, five hundred and ninety-three Euros.
In this sense, the farmers who maintained the basket direct selling activity did not have
insignificant profits. Besides, they took advantage of the contact with customers, using it
as a learning strategy, while creating new ways to present their products or associate them
with services in order to make them more differentiated and attractive. [51,58].

In terms of MLP, one can say the basket direct selling initiative in the study region
illustrates a novelty that had its incubation niche in the LDAs. After this novelty somehow
stopped being managed by the LDAs, the transition path also stopped growing. Moreover,
the novelty anchored to the regime only marginally because only some of the farmers
composing the initial group kept delivering the baskets, and only a few customers con-
tinued buying them. Several aspects may account for the transition failure. They can be
addressed from the MLP perspective, in terms of the sociotechnical levels, or the Types of
Anchoring and Three Interrelated Analytic Dimensions one, looking into the case from the
institutional elements and actors involved.

The first aspect that stands out is the exogenous question of innovation. The nov-
elty was proposed by a European Community initiative and met with success in other
metropolitan areas, which led to the recognition and praise of the baskets project. The
PROVE received the following recognitions, considered: Project of the Month by the Euro-
pean Rural Network; High potential Social Entrepreneurship Initiative by the IES (Social
Entrepreneurship Institute); first place in the category of “Support to the development of
ecological markets and resource efficiency” in the 10th edition of the European Enterprise
Promotion Awards. It was also selected to represent Portugal in the European Conference
on Rural Development in Cork, Ireland, and chosen by INHERIT as a promising European
agricultural and environmentally sustainable practice [61]. However, the implementation
of the novelty in places away from urban settlements without a more detailed evaluation
showed the basket direct selling initiative’s inadequacy to foster an agri-food transition in
the study region, despite it being classified as an intermediated region and being close to a
metropolitan area (Porto city conurbation).

The second question consists of the analogy that can be established between the
innovation niche and the LDAs. Assuming that niches are innovation incubation loci
capable of progressing regardless of the regime’s direct pressure, one accepts LDAs operate
as such. When basket direct selling enters the regime as goods in search of a market,
they lose in structuring, and the experience collapses. Besides, when farmers become
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responsible for managing the novelty, the groups become weaker and start breaking up,
thus contributing to the novelty’s regressive pathway.

From this point on, a marginal anchoring process begins to take place. Under some
conditions, only some farmers (farmers codded as 1–10, introduced in Table 3), who
had innovation skills, were able to anchor the exogenous innovation to their practices,
knowledge, and routines, thus adapting it to their realities and keeping it alive. In this
case, basket direct selling represents a novelty that in the niche-to-regime permeability
anchors only to some points due to the link between innovations. On the other hand,
they show farmer innovation skills since these can join other network participants and
develop a process of innovation creation that differentiates and maintains the anchoring
points [62]. This innovation adequacy, linking it to other innovations, stands out because,
in 2018, of the initial group working collectively, only five farmers are still participating in
the programme. The rest chose to assemble and deliver the baskets individually. These
findings are in keeping with Hultine, Cooperland, and Curry’s observations (2007) [63]
that the success for developing local food systems depends on farmers’ specific skills, their
dynamics, creativity, competence, good communication, and relationship with other actors
and entities, as well as persistence to build a relationship of trust with consumers.

Regarding the analysis of the socio-technical landscape, there are pressures and
transformation trends that influence the other two levels. While the niche tended to
accommodate this aspect, the regime was characteristically rigid and stable, given that only
a tiny market segment was mobilised, represented by the few loyal consumers. However, on
the one hand, are consumers interested in the basket direct selling philosophy while, on the
other hand, the proposal generally did not fit the majority’s demands. The weak adherence
of the regime to the innovation was not enough to induce a full, lasting integration but
rather a marginal anchoring. Within the Three Interrelated Analytic Dimensions and Types
of Anchoring, namely in what concerns the institutional question (rules, and cognitive,
interpretative, normative, and economic institutions), the following stand out:

Some farmers reported a lack of contractual instruments to participate in the basket
direct selling initiative, as well as clear rules to operate it;

It appears there were no strategies to ensure product origin and quality control, which
created an impression of disrepute among consumers and members of the niche themselves.
Therefore, in this type of innovation, the proposal of initiatives is not enough. It is necessary
to create effective structures for innovations to last and institutionally adapt over time;

Those farmers who succeed in assimilating the new cognitive and interpretative
framework, and engaged in the basket direct selling programme, used it as a learning
strategy to a goal, a springboard to create and operationalise other innovations.

In turn, human factors (networks, actors, organisations, and social groups) structured
and developed around innovation also exhibited some weaknesses:

Farmers lacked a leadership that would coordinate the initiative after LDAs ceased to
do so;

At a particularly busy period, one of the groups tried to expand the delivery area
and get a larger market share. This attitude, representing the expression of the group’s
self-organisation, did not meet with the approval of the Local Development Association in
charge that put an end to it.

Despite some previous briefings on the philosophy and functioning of the basket
direct selling, it appears that farmers were not qualified enough to work collaboratively.
Given the high number of farmers who gave up the initiative, and according to their
evaluation, it is fair to assume they did not possess the necessary decision-making criteria.

Figure 4 schematically lists Three Interrelated Analytic Dimensions and Types of
Anchoring sociotechnical elements representing anchoring in the MLP.
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Figure 4. Individual pathways of basket direct selling innovation under MLP in a sociotechnical system, showing the
influence of other innovations and of Types of Anchoring and Three Interrelated Analytic Dimensions on anchoring.

The scheme in Figure 4 shows the sociotechnical system under survey, composed of
its conceptual levels of niche, regime, and landscape. Next, we will look into its dynamism
from basket direct selling anchoring and Three Interrelated Analytic Dimensions and Types
of Anchoring development.

First, it should be pointed out that the novelty studied was born out of a European
initiative, which characterises it as exogenously concerning the system where it was applied.
It, therefore, indicates the presence of a landscape movement over the dynamics of the
sociotechnical system in question. Bearing in mind that the basket direct selling model was
conceived externally to the local regime, it follows that LDAs and the farms adopting the
novelty worked as incubation niches. Regarding the regime, first, it includes the group of
farmers who chose not to participate (represented in dark grey) due to their being suppliers
of local cooperatives, and so, part of an already established regime. Besides, the regime did
not help the anchoring of the novelty much, neither in terms of rules and institutions nor
within the human actor framework (Three Interrelated Analytic Dimensions and Types
of Anchoring).

Three Interrelated Analytic Dimensions and Types of Anchoring are represented
by a grey eliptical form. They slightly influence the anchoring process, pictured here
through a discontinuous grey arrow. They cross the regime level because, as mentioned
before, LDAs, also acting institutionally in the regime, in this case, somehow operated as
innovation niches.
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Basket direct selling links to the regime represents an anchoring process, depicted
here in the shape of a light grey ellipse. The phenomenon may be described as anchoring
because it relies on a weak adherence of elements from the niche and the regime. This
weak adherence may even cause the novelty to go back in its path and gradually disappear
in the region in question. However, this anchoring only happens because the farmers,
still engaged in direct-to-consumer marketing and interested in keeping it alive, gathered
their skills to innovate from other innovation examples. They endowed their baskets with
artifacts that made them more linked to the regime, and, at the same time, more prone to
face the latter’s rigidity. These other innovations represent various practices and strategies,
and each farmer may have resorted to more than one to keep supplying the baskets.
They are represented in Figure 4 by horizontal arrows illustrating the anchoring process.
This integration of an array of innovations may have been farmers’ response to Three
Interrelated Analytic Dimensions and Types of Anchoring failure to develop the basket
direct selling initiative. In the absence of support from actors and institutions, farmers
came up with alternative solutions to continue selling their baskets directly to consumers.

The niche-regime interface is represented by a discontinuous wavy curve drawn in
blue. It appeared to be the best way to picture its permeability and the exchanges that exist
between levels. Also, it indicates this interface may have a peculiar, non-static dynamism,
full of action-reaction movements and instability of a level towards another. The best way
to capture it is to analyse the individual pathways of adopting or giving up the novelty,
here represented by curves drawn in red for farmers who were no longer engaged in direct
marketing at the time of the survey and in black for those who continued to do it. Thus, the
lines in black refer to pathways that had some anchoring, thanks to the support of other
innovations. One of the pathways, beginning in 2018, is a dotted line because it describes
the uncertain path of the farmer from the date of the interview.

Successful pathways of adopting the novelty overlap unsuccessful ones. In general, the
former began to happen after 2010. However, the farmers who adhered to the initiative from
the very beginning did not have the same results, which shows it had to be tested regionally,
besides confirming the roles of LDAs and farms as experimentation niches. Moreover,
although overlapping, pathways differ, indicating that locally, there was a dissemination
and learning process regarding the novelty. Those who adhered at a later stage certainly
had previous knowledge from farmers that had quit the programme regarding the positive
and negative aspects of basket direct selling. Thus, despite the weakness of the Three
Interrelated Analytic Dimensions and Types of Anchoring component, there are informal
exchanges of content, experiences, information, and knowledge between farmers and it
allowed the novelty to last in the study area for 12 years.

6. Conclusions

Specialised literature often argues the direct buying of local products resulting in short
food supply chains (SFSCs) is an important strategy for the survival of farmers who cannot
compete in larger-scale markets [64]. The present study looked into a SFSC experience in
northwest Portugal and shows there may be limitations to the success of this strategy.

The study focused on contributing to map anchoring situations in need of further
scientific research. The case studied portrays a situation not yet described in the literature
in which niche innovations manage to survive in the regime’s marginal zone by adhering
to it thanks to the articulation between innovations.

Farmer experience regarding the basket direct selling programme reflects the existence
of anchoring conditions because, in this case, the novelty did not change all the regime’s
aspects, attracting only some of its customers. The novelty’s future path is marked by
uncertainty regarding its survival. It may develop and become more successful, or it may
fail to overcome the regime, in which case it will decline and disappear. Contrarily [9],
it may perpetuate itself in the MLP levels versus time representation between niche and
regime as a marginal anchoring. For now, basket direct selling remains an innovation that
has achieved weak actor anchoring and little institutional anchoring in the study region.
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Yet, even if the direct selling of baskets does not promote a transition, it is, nevertheless,
important for farmers who earn income from it. In the long term, however, and thinking
that the innovation when launched to the regime no longer belongs, conceptually, to the
niche, we can think that this threshold "space X time", between niche and regime, may
offer an opportunity for innovation to mature. Thus in the future, it may find promising
conditions to resurface.

The lifespan of basket direct selling is related to farmer innovation skills. Not being
able to change the regime or get its support, farmers found ways to anchor to it, obtaining
market benefits according to their interests and productive skills. Because of the novelty’s
exogenous quality, which prevented the initiative from developing locally, farmers felt mo-
tivated to associate it with other innovations. It was a sort of “cross-pollination” combining
knowledge and learning, as suggested by Zurbriggen, and Sierra (2017) [53]. Thus, on the
one hand, the novelty’s exogenous quality limited its reach, while on the other hand, it
reflects the regimes’ heterogeneity. Even when regimes fail to fully incorporate innovations,
they have a market component which accommodates them, albeit marginally.

The present study shows that the novelty’s reach concerning scale and scope to
generate a transition (as suggested by Three Interrelated Analytic Dimensions and Types
of Anchoring) depends on institutional and actor dimensions for linking and overlapping
innovations to the regime. These findings may help decision makers formulate better
innovation and political proposals regarding transitions for future implementation that
also entail changes in actors and institutional conditions.

From the viewpoint of anchoring, the study contributes to mapping yet another
typology that places the niche-regime interface in a configuration of innovation overlapping,
in which one strengthens the other so that they can endure. The phenomenon points to
dynamism in the said interface and shows that the threshold between levels may not be so
clear and stable. This dynamic interface is rich in events that may be further developed
to improve the MLP and the anchoring. Not only has a different type of anchoring
been identified, but many others are likely to be described, which will no doubt broaden
the research on these events. Identifying these typologies is essential if one wishes to
understand innovation pathways from their conception. Studies should also look into the
dynamics that may occur in the niche-regime interface since, from the moment the levels
and anchoring are conceptualised, they may seem more static than they are and marked by
the regime’s perviousness and imperviousness to niche innovations. The present study
suggests the niche-regime relationship may occur under many other patterns; therefore,
mapping them must continue. In doing so, by trying to understand how innovations anchor
to each other, one may help them develop positively and boost the intended transition.

Although the novelty did not meet with much success, a significant group of farmers
has embarked on the programme and has exchanged knowledge and learning experiences
so expressively that since 2008 it has been spreading through the local socio-technical tissue,
trying to anchor to it. In fact, on the threshold of the niche-regime interaction, the project’s
initial expectations were not generally met. Farmers expected to sell their products and
generate a higher income, which did not happen.

In this case, SFSC did not induce a transition. Unlike technological innovations,
innovations like the basket direct selling, when operating on complex regimes like the
agri-food one, need constant renewal and adequacy to the market’s oscillation demands. It
may require a more dynamic concept of a niche than merely an incubator of innovations
that may or may not be incorporated by the regime in a given context at a given moment.
Therefore, niches must be both of the following: 1. evolutionary and dynamic and capable
of constantly qualifying innovations; and 2. articulators, managing to link innovations
from various niches to provide adequate responses in collaborative contexts operating in
complex landscapes and regimes. Additionally, of course, developing the skill to count on
the participation of institutions and actors (Three Interrelated Analytic Dimensions and
Types of Anchoring) to better place innovations regarding their linking to the regime before
they even begin to show their weaknesses. It should be noted that, in this case study, the
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innovation was not radical in nature. Therefore, it did not have the potentiality to cause
radical changes in the regime. The intention of the members was only to make an outflow
of their productive surplus. This allows the niches to be characterised as having only the
potential to exist on the margins of the regime.

Hence, Three Interrelated Analytic Dimensions and Types of Anchoring are crucial
to a successful transition and to help innovations face highly stable regimes. Failure to
grant appropriate support from actors and institutions caused the anchoring to be weak
and the novelty to decline slightly. It is possible to say this weakness was also responsible
for farmers mobilising other innovations. They did it alongside the direct selling of baskets,
which resulted in their better anchoring and survival, either as a result of their calls to
a differentiated product or their increase of productivity and competitiveness. In a way,
mobilising innovations appeared as a strategy adopted by some farmers to deal with Three
Interrelated Analytic Dimensions and Types of Anchoring weaknesses revealed along
with the programme. It is also a means of making up for the lack of institutional support
and articulation, the right adherence of actors, and the appropriateness of exogenous
innovations to a new application environment. Those farmers who failed to find the
necessary strategies to make up for the lack of support ended up giving up the novelty. On
the contrary, at least to a group of farmers, the initiative paid out, although they had to
work alone. Studying these “pollination” phenomena from the perspective of MLP may be
a field worth exploring.

However, even if our study suggests that there may be specificities in the processes
of innovation development and anchorage, we imagine that similar anchorages may be
repeated elsewhere. This is especially so if the innovation possesses a design character that
is exogenous to the regime in which it is deployed, and if part of the supporters mobilise
their skills and resources to keep alive an innovation that brings them benefits, even if it
is in the regime’s threshold environment. Our sample of interviewed farmers originated
from a purposive logic. It was not intended to be representative. Although by the end
of the interviews we had interviewed practically all the farmers who were, or had been,
involved in the development of the innovation in the study region, it is possible that a
greater diversity of non-supporters could have provided us with new information.

Future studies on this subject should carry out in-depth research to explain the re-
lationship between the skills farmers possess and their knowledge of skills that would
allow them to innovate and thus take them in a different direction from the one originally
planned. Moreover, further studies on anchoring should be developed to identify other
cases likely to reveal unexpected innovation pathways and marginal survival strategies
that can add a peculiar dynamism to the niche-regime interface so vital for the success of a
transition. Also, an evaluation of how similar innovations may occur in the study area is
indispensable, looking into the reasons underlying the failure of the basket direct selling
initiative, given that people invested money and skills on the programme and the agri-food
system still needs sustainable solutions.
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